An Introduction to Drawing for Interior Design

Interior design is a multifaceted and ever-changing discipline. The practice of interior design continues to evolve due to technological as well as societal changes.

The sentences above were written many years ago in the introduction to the first edition of this book, and they continue to hold true today. Digital technology continues to influence—and to catalyze—the ongoing evolution of design practice. Current interior design practice has evolved to require the use of software throughout the design process, and yet manual drawing and sketching continue to be seen as highly useful as well.

While the profession continues to evolve, in many ways, the design process itself is a constant, whether it is practiced with a pencil or a powerful computer running special software. There are many stories about designers drawing preliminary sketches on
cocktail napkins or on scratch paper, and these anecdotes lead us to a simple truth: design drawing is a key part of the design process.

Professional designers conduct research and generate piles of information, then wrap this all together with inspiration and hard work in what is referred to as the design process to create meaningful and useful environments. An enduring and key factor in interior design is that human beings—and other living creatures—occupy and move within interior spaces. To create interior environments, professional designers must engage in a process that involves research, understanding, idea generation, evaluation, and documentation—all significant constants in an ever-changing world.

This book covers the drawing and presentation elements used in design communication throughout the design process. These processes and basic concepts are consistent, whether generated manually or by computer. Practicing designers currently use computers for most finalized design drawings as well as for many in-process drawings. Manual drawings are usually used earlier in the design process or to create quick, idea-oriented sketches throughout the process as needed.

This chapter covers what is often referred to as drafting, as well as other forms of two-dimensional graphics. The term drafting refers to measured drawings done with specialized drawing tools or computers.

Drawings created in the preliminary stages of the design process are often rough, or schematic, sketches and might be done by hand. As designs are refined, there is a need for highly accurate, measured, and detailed drawings, and these are most commonly generated via computer. Put another way, as a design is refined, the drawings for that design are also refined: the design process is one of refinement, as is the drawing process. Figures 1-1a, b, and c illustrate drawing refinement occurring during the design process.

This chapter presents an overview of the most common drawings used in interior design practice. The information presented is meant as an overview, not a definitive drawing or drafting reference. Subsequent chapters cover the other forms of drawing and design graphics used in sketching, as well as other forms of idea generation.
Drawings are refined as the design process moves forward in a continual process of refinement, as one can see from early hand-drawn exploration sketches (1-1a), to more refined (1-1b) to the finalized design drawn using AutoCAD (1-1c). Design and sketches by Courtney Nystuen; AutoCAD drawing by Shelley Pecha.
The practice of interior design requires the creation and use of various types of drawings. These can be divided into three broad categories based on purpose.

**Interior Design Drawings Types and Purposes**

1. **Ideation**
   
   Conceptual or preliminary drawings that allow the designer to explore ideas and work conceptually, often in the form of sketches.

2. **Communication**
   
   These drawings allow the designer to communicate to others, including members of the design team, the client, end users, consultants, and other professionals, usually through presentation drawings.

3. **Construction**
   
   This type of drawing conveys the technical information required for construction through construction documents or working drawings.

This book focuses on the first two types of drawing: those used for exploration and presentation or for graphic communication of ideas.

To create the appropriate type of drawing with the level of detail required, one can begin by asking what the purpose of the drawing is. For example, if ideation is the goal, then the drawings should be sketchy and executed quickly by hand, using few (or no) drawing tools.

Interestingly, as modeling software becomes more advanced, students and designers are well served by quick sketches generated by hand as a means of developing ideas. These sketches can then be used as a reference when refining the design and modeling the project digitally.

For example, using software such as Revit requires having a clear understanding of the finished form while modeling and therefore may require one to commit to the final design early. It can be difficult to fully explore ideas visually if one becomes bogged down in the software. Hand sketching can aid in generating and developing ideas quickly prior to committing the ideas to software. The need for skills related to hand sketching is the reason that this book emphasizes quick sketching techniques.

This chapter focuses on the drawings used most for communication and construction, but designers do many other types of drawings, from diagrams to perspective...
sketches all of which are covered in subsequent chapters: diagrams are covered in chapter 2, and perspective drawing is covered in chapters 3 and 4.

Understanding Orthographic Projection Drawings

Presentation drawings and construction documents use certain standard drawing conventions in order to clearly communicate and delineate the proposed design; these often involve drafting in scale. Design drawings are highly standardized and follow specific conventions so that they can carry universal meaning. Or as one early reviewer of this book put it, “Design drawing is much like a language; the drawings must convey the designer’s meaning clearly.”

The design drawings most commonly used in scaled delineation of interior environments are floor plans, interior elevations, sections, and reflected ceiling plans. These drawings, called multiview orthographic projections, are created by projecting information about an object onto an imaginary plane known as the picture plane. This direct projection of an object’s dimensions allows orthographic projections to retain both shape and proportion, making these drawings accurate and precise.

Multiview orthographic projections create fragmentary views of an object, resulting in the need for multiple drawings (hence the “multiview” portion of the name). Because of their fragmentary nature, orthographic projections therefore become parts of a system and are mutually dependent on one another. By their nature, these orthographic projections appear flat and lack the three-dimensional quality of perspective drawings. One way to visualize orthographic projection is to imagine an object enclosed in a transparent box. Each transparent plane of the enclosing box serves as the picture plane for that face of the object.

The view through the top plane of the enclosing box is called a plan. In a plan view, only those elements seen when looking directly down at the object are drawn. Figure 1-2 depicts a roof plan.

The views through the picture planes that form the sides of the enclosing box are called elevations. Elevations depict only what is visible when the object is viewed directly through the side picture planes. Figure 1-3 is an exterior elevation.

A section portrays a view of the object or building with a vertical plane sliced through it and removed. One way of understanding section views is to imagine that a very sharp plane has been inserted into the object or building, cutting neatly into it and revealing the structure and complexity of the object’s form (see Figure 1-4).

A floor plan, also known as a horizontal section, portrays a view of the building with a horizontal plane sliced through it and removed, exposing the thickness of the walls and the elements below the cut line, such as floor finishes and furniture (see Figure 1-5).
Figure 1-2
Roof plan. When an object is enclosed in a glass box, each plane of the box can serve as a picture plane. The view drawn through the top plane (picture plane) creates a plan view—in this case a roof plan.

Figure 1-3
Elevation. The view drawn through the picture plane enclosing the side of the box is called an elevation. This view shows the front elevation.

Figure 1-4
Section. A section is a view of an object with the picture plane slicing neatly through it.

Figure 1-5
Floor plan. A view of the building from above, with a horizontal plane sliced through it and removed to expose the thickness of the walls is called a floor plan. Figures 1-2 through 1-5 drawn with Ciarah Coenen.
Orthographic Projection Drawings for Interior Environments

The special orthographic projection drawings used in the delineation of interior environments are based on the concepts discussed above. These drawings impart information particular to interior construction.

Floor Plans

Floor plans are also called *horizontal building sections* because they are drawn as though a horizontal cut has been made through the building (typically between 3'-6" and 5'-6" above the floor), as shown in Figure 1-6. Cutting into the building at this location exposes the thickness of walls and other structural elements, shows windows and doors, and can reveal floor finishes and furnishings, all of which are located below the location of the cut.

**Figure 1-6**

A floor plan is created when the picture plane cuts through the building horizontally, at 3'-6" and 5'-6" above floor level.
In the United States, floor plans are most often drawn at a scale of 1/8” = 1'-0” or ¼” = 1'-0”, although this varies according to project conditions. Larger-scale floor plans are useful for the presentation of complex or highly detailed spaces. Smaller-scale floor plans are required for large projects and are also used as key plans in complex presentations. In creating floor plans using metric measurements, a scale of 1:50 is relatively common; it is somewhat similar to ¼” = 1'-0” scale (the ratio is precisely 1:48). Architectural drawings—other than small-scale interior-related drawings such as the floor plans mentioned—are commonly drawn using a metric scale of 1:100.

Floor plans must convey significant spatial relationships with consistent graphic conventions. The conventions for those are listed below.

**Floor Plan Drawing and Line Weight Conventions (See also Figures 1-7, 1-8, and 1-9)**

Various line weights are used to convey depths and qualities of form.

In standard floor plans, the boldest line weight is used to outline those elements that have been cut through and are closest to the viewer (such as full-height wall lines).

An intermediate line weight is employed to outline objects that lie below the plane of the cut but above the floor plane, such as fixtures, built-ins, and furnishings.

A finer line weight is used to outline the surface treatment of floors and other horizontal planes, such as tile and wood grain.

Objects that are hidden (such as shelves) or above the plane of the cut are dashed or ghosted in a manner that is consistent throughout the presentation.

Standard doors are drawn open at 90 degrees to the wall and are often shown with the arc of their swing. The door frame and the space it requires must be considered in the drawing of the door system; the dimensions of the frame itself must be dealt with as well.

Nonstandard doors, such as smaller swinging closet doors, bifold doors, sliding doors, and pocket doors are drawn in a manner consistent with their construction.
Windowsills are typically outlined, often with a lighter line weight at the sill only. Window frames and sheets of glass are shown at various levels of detail, as the scale allows.

Stairs are generally shown broken off past the height of the plane of the cut; this is signified with a special cut or break line, as shown in Figure 1-10a. An arrow should be included to indicate the direction of the stairs from the level of the floor plan, with the word up (UP) or down (DN) adjacent to the directional arrow.

A title, north arrow, and some type of scale notation should be included on all floor plans. Scale notation can be stated numerically (e.g., ¼” = 1′-0”). The use of a graphic scaling device, which allows for the reduction, enlargement, and electronic transmission of drawings, is often necessary.

Symbols relating the floor plan to additional orthographic views or details are often drawn on the floor plan and serve as cross-references.

Figures 1-7 and 1-8 are examples of town house floor plans drawn using AutoCAD and employing standard conventions and reference symbols. Figure 1-9 is an enlarged portion of the floor plan showing detailed information. Figures 1-10a and 1-10b are examples of the same town house floor plans drawn using Revit.

Successful floor plan presentation drawings require an understanding of drafting conventions. Presentation floor plans may be drawn fastidiously with tools or sketched freehand. Regardless of the drawing style, presentation floor plans must be accurate and drawn to the appropriate scale so that they communicate the design and can be used by the designer as the project progresses. Presentation floor plans are enhanced by the use of tone, value, color, and other graphic devices. The graphic enhancement of floor plans is discussed in greater detail in Chapters 5 and 7. Additional examples of plans for commercial projects can be found at the end of this chapter.

**Interior Elevations**

Just as exterior elevations are created to reveal exterior elements and features, interior elevations reveal a building’s interior features. To understand the creation of interior elevations, imagine yourself inside the room you are drawing, directly facing one wall, with a large sheet of glass (the picture plane) inserted between you and the wall. The interior elevation is then created by outlining (i.e., projecting onto the picture plane) the wall’s significant features. Each wall of the room can be drawn in elevation by projecting what is visible as you face that wall directly, as illustrated in Figure 1-11.
1. Boldest lines indicate the location of cut, meaning full-height walls are bold. Lower walls may be shown with lighter line weights (1a).

2. Fixtures, cabinetry, and finish materials are drawn with progressively lighter lines as they recede from the cut location.

3. Elements that are above or below the cut line—such as cabinets (3a) and soffits—or hidden such as dishwashers, are indicated with dashed lines.

4. Standard doors are drawn open at 90 degrees with the arc of swing shown; showing the full swing can ensure that nothing impedes the full swing of the door.

5. Specialized doors, such as smaller closet doors (shown), bifold doors, sliding doors, and pocket doors, are drawn in a way that indicates size and construction.

6. Window glass and sill lines are shown, often with a lighter-weight line than walls.

7. Stairs are drawn as broken off past the line of the cut; a special breakline is used. See also Figure 1-8, item 7.

8. A title, north arrow, and scale notation are required on all plans. Because this drawing was reduced, a standard written scale was omitted; instead, a graphic scale device is included.

9. This is a section reference symbol. The arrow indicates the direction of the view of the section.

10. This is an elevation reference symbol. The arrow indicates the direction of the elevation view. The number indicates the particular drawing that is referenced.

11. Flooring materials may be shown as required (using a light line weight).

12. This is a centerline, indicating the centerline of the shared wall in the town house.

FIGURE 1-7
The lower-level floor plan of a town house employing standard drafting conventions as noted.
The upper-level floor plan of a town house employing standard drafting conventions as noted:

1. Boldest lines indicate the location of cut, meaning full-height walls are bold. Lower walls may be shown with lighter line weights (1a).
2. Fixtures, cabinetry, and finish materials are drawn with progressively lighter lines as they recede from the cut location.
3. Elements that are above or below the cut line—such as cabinets and soffits (shown) are indicated with dashed lines.
4. Standard doors are drawn open at 90 degrees with the arc of swing shown; the full swing can be shown ensure that nothing impedes the full swing of the door.
5. Specialized doors, such as smaller closet doors (shown), bifold doors, sliding doors, and pocket doors, are drawn in a way that indicates size and construction.
6. Window glass and sill lines are shown, often with a lighter-weight line than walls.
7. Stairs are drawn as broken off past the line of the cut; stairs from lower floors are shown.
8. A title, north arrow, and scale notation are required on all plans. Because this drawing was reduced, a standard written scale was omitted; instead, a graphic scale device is included.
9. This is a section reference symbol. The arrow indicates the direction of the view of the section. See Figure 1-9 for an example of a section reference symbol.
10. These are elevation reference symbols. The arrow indicates the direction of the view of the elevation.
11. This is a centerline, indicating the centerline of the shared wall in the town house.
FIGURE 1-9
A detailed view of varying line weights for floor plans with elevation symbols. Figures 1-7 through 1-9: Design by Courtney Nystuen; Drawn by Shelley Pecha

1. Boldest line
2. Secondary line weights
3. Lighter line weight.
4. These are elevation reference symbols. Arrows indicate the direction of the view.

FIGURE 1-10A and 1-10B
Revit-generated floor plans of the town house project shown in Figures 1-7 through 1-9. Drawn by Katey Fortun
In drawing interior elevations, the picture plane is inserted between the viewer and wall(s). What is visible through the picture plane is drawn in elevation.
Successful elevations must follow the drafting conventions in the following list and illustrated in Figures 1-12 and 1-13.

**FIGURE 1-12**
Kitchen elevations for the town house shown in Figures 1-7–1-10b. DRAWN BY SHELLEY PECHA

1. Portions of walls cut into or closest to viewer are bold.
2. Receding elements are drawn with progressively lighter lines.

**FIGURE 1-13**
This elevation was created using Revit. It represents the area shown in Figure 1-12: elevation 1. While a properly created Revit model can generate accurate interior elevations, the correct placement of the elevation symbol relative to the viewing location is a key to accuracy. DRAWN BY KATEY FORTUN

3. In elevations cabinetry and millwork, details such as countertops, door frames, and hardware should be included.
4. Interior elevations require titles, reference symbols (names or numbers), and scale notation.
Interior Elevation Drawing and Line Weight Conventions (See also Figures 1-13 and 1-14.)

Interior elevations must clearly depict all interior architectural elements in a consistent scale.

Interior elevations are typically drawn in a scale ranging from $\frac{1}{4}'' = 1'-0''$ to $1'' = 1'-0''$. Elevations drawn to depict accessories, equipment, cabinetry, fixtures, and design details are often drawn at $\frac{3}{8}'' = 1'-0''$ or $\frac{1}{2}'' = 1'-0''$. Millwork and other highly complicated elevations are often drawn at $\frac{1}{2}'' = 1'-0''$ or larger.

Elevations require the use of differing line weights to clearly communicate spatial relationships.

Typically, any portion of walls cut through, as well as those closest to the viewer, are drawn using a bold line weight.

Elements become progressively lighter in line weight as they recede from the picture plane.

Some designers draw the ground line the boldest, with those lines representing the top and sides of the wall drawn just slightly lighter in weight.

Drawing interior elevations by hand or digitally using two-dimensional drafting programs requires a clear understanding of the concepts mentioned here and can be difficult for beginning students to master; therefore, additional examples are presented at the end of this chapter (see Figures 1-23 through 1-28). Revit and other parametric modeling programs can create highly accurate interior elevations. Although these modeling programs basically draw the elevations for you, an understanding of elevations is nonetheless required to obtain the intended view, as indicated in Figure 1-13.

Interior elevations are an excellent vehicle for developing and refining interior details. For elevations to work well in visual presentations, they must be clearly keyed, noted, or referenced to the floor plan. Regardless of the referencing method, titles must be included beneath all elevations, and the scale should always be noted. Like floor plans, elevations used for design presentations vary greatly from those used for construction. Figure 1-14 is a preliminary elevation sketch, created to convey design elements in the early phases of a professional project.

Elevations used for construction drawings must contain significant dimensions and appropriate technical information, as illustrated at the end of this chapter.
**Sections**

As previously described, a building section is a view created as though a vertical plane has cut through the building and been removed. Unlike interior elevations, which depict only what appears inside the interior, sections can expose the structure of the building. Section drawings should include the outline of the structural elements as well as the internal configuration of the interior space. Sections require varied line weights to describe depths and spatial relationships. It is typical to show what is cut through, and therefore closest to the viewer, in the boldest line weight; receding features and details are drawn using progressively lighter line weights.

Carefully consider the most useful location(s) of a building to show in section. The section should be cut through the building as a single continuous plane. Sections should expose and convey important interior relationships and details such as doors, windows, changes in floor level, ceiling heights, and, in some cases, finish material locations.
Design and presentation sections differ greatly from construction sections, which include technical information about building systems. In contrast, design and presentation sections focus on form, finish materials, and the definition of interior space. For sections to work well in visual presentations, they must be clearly keyed, noted, or referenced to the appropriate floor plan. Generally, sections are referenced to the floor plan through the use of a symbol that denotes the locations of the vertical cut. Figure 1-15 is an example design section for the town house project.

**FIGURE 1-15**
A building section for the town house project. **DRAWN BY SHELLEY PECHA**

1. Boldest lines indicate location of cut.
2. Receding elements are drawn with progressively lighter lines.
3. Sections require titles, reference symbols (names or numbers), and scale notation.
Reflected Ceiling Plans

Reflected ceiling plans are often used in conjunction with floor plans, elevations, and sections to communicate interior design. Reflected ceiling plans convey important information about the design of the ceiling, such as materials; the layout and locations of light fixtures; items such as sprinklers, diffusers, and grilles; and ceiling heights. A reflected ceiling plan is drawn as though a giant mirror on the floor were reflecting the elements located on the ceiling. Using reflective imagery means the ceiling plan will have exactly the same orientation as the floor plan.

Ceiling plans used for presentation and those used for construction differ. Ceilings plans created for construction are typically highly technical and include a great deal of information. Reflected ceiling plans used in design presentations can be simplified to include basic ceiling lighting information, ceiling heights, and finish materials, as shown in Figure 1-16. Precisely measured, complex technical ceiling plans are required for construction (as illustrated at the end of this chapter).

**FIGURE 1-16**
A simple reflected ceiling plan for the town house project. DRAWN BY SHELLEY PECHE
Dimensions

Dimensions, required on most construction drawings, are also sometimes needed on drawings used for presentation purposes. The decision to include them is based on the project and the presentation’s audience. The following is a list of dimensioning conventions.

Rules and Conventions for Creating Dimensioned Drawings

When included, dimensions must be accurate, complete, and readable, and are generally listed in feet and inches: write 2′-4″, for example, rather than 28″, except for dimensions of less than a foot, which can be written either 11″ or 0′-11″. Dimensions should be located so that they are underlined by the dimension line; place them so that the reader does not have to rotate the sheet to read them.

For standard construction, dimensions and dimension lines are located outside of the object (such as the building), as shown in Figure 1-17. Specific dimensions are placed close to the particular object they are related to, while overall distances are placed in the position farthest from the construction, as shown in Figure 1-17.

Openings except for masonry openings (MO), such as windows and doors, are dimensioned to centerlines or to rough frame openings (RO). Dimension things once and only once; repetition from one drawing to another can lead to discrepancies.

Dimensions typically run from the outside of exterior walls to the centerline of interior walls.

Where interior tolerances are critical, dimensions can be run from the face of the finished wall to the face of the other finished wall (“paint to paint”), as shown in Figure 1-18. This type of dimension can be employed for interior design projects created within existing architecture. When dimensioning walls for the interior renovation of an existing office or retail space, for example, it is common to dimension only the paint-to-paint dimensions rather than the exterior to centerline dimensions, as shown in Figure 1-18. Additional examples of dimensioned drawings can be found in Figures 1-24 and 1-25.
A dimensioned lower-level floor plan for the town house project, employing standard conventions for locating interior and exterior dimensions outside the plan boundaries.

1. Dimension lines and leader lines should be lighter than wall lines or objects measured.
2. Horizontal written dimensions sit above the dimension lines, so they are underlined by the dimension line as shown, or are written in a break in the dimension line.
3. Note location of dimensions: they should not be read by rotating the sheet counterclockwise (as in reading from the left side of the sheet) and one absolutely should not have to turn the sheet upside down to read these dimensions.
4. Leader lines run from the building location being dimensioned to the dimension lines. Leader lines should not touch the building; instead, they should be drawn slightly away.
5. Dimensions are written in feet and inches unless less than 1 foot.
6. Dimensions measured from centerlines must be clearly indicated (with centerline symbol). Windows are commonly measured to centerlines or rough openings as shown.
7. Exterior walls (and plumbing walls) are shown as nominal 6" thick (actual: 6 1/2" to 7 1/2").
8. Interior walls are shown as nominal 4" thick (actual: 4 1/2" typically).

FIGURE 1.17
Lettering

In the days before CAD, floor plans, elevations, and sections contained notes and dimensions written in a standardized style of hand lettering. Today, digital lettering and labels can be applied to hand-drawn orthographic projections, and presentation boards. In addition, all of the commonly used CAD and modeling programs provide consistent, standardized type to be used within drawings.

Although hand-lettering skills are not used to the extent that they were in the past, designers still create quick sketches, preliminary design details, and some presentation drawings by hand. Developing hand-lettering skills is helpful in the creation of visually consistent hand sketches. There are some basic rules for lettering design drawings, as well as some stylistic elements that influence letterform; these are outlined in Figure 1-19.
More about Orthographic Projections

Together, floor plans, elevations, sections, and ceiling plans communicate information about the quality of an interior environment. Because these drawings are abstracted, fragmented versions of three-dimensional form, they depend on one another to communicate effectively.

The orthographic projections covered in this chapter relate directly to the communication and design of interior space. Differing versions of orthographic projections are used for construction and presentation, but they are used in one form or another on virtually all projects.

Orthographic projection drawings are an abstraction of reality and use specific conventions to delineate spatial and material information. Items such as walls, doors, windows, property boundaries, and references to other drawings are represented by specific graphic symbols or combinations of lines. Figures 1-20, 1-21, and 1-22 illustrate some graphic notations used in these types of drawings, including wall lines, door and window symbols, and reference and notation symbols.

Additional types of orthographic drawing are used to communicate the features of buildings and building sites. Site plans, foundation plans, demolition plans, roof plans, framing plans, exterior elevations, wall sections, and design details are also used in the
design of buildings. Designers of interior space must be knowledgeable about the nature of these drawings, how they are created, and how they relate to the interior architecture of a building. It is common for interior designers to work as part of a team producing sets of these drawings. Figures 1-23 through 1-28 are orthographic projection drawings for professional design projects.

**Figure 1-20**
Common graphic notations used in orthographic projection drawings.

**Figure 1-21**
Graphic symbols used for references and notes. Items shown with the numeral 1 near them are reference symbols; these typically include a number on top of another number. The number on top refers to the drawing number, and the lower number refers to the sheet the drawing can be found on.
### ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYMBOLS

**WIRING AND OUTLET SYMBOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>DUPLEX RECEPTACLE (INDICATE NONSTANDARD MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>DUPLEX RECEPTACLE WITH GROUND FAULT INTERRUPTER (GFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>QUADRUPLEX RECEPTACLE (4 PLEX) (INDICATE NONSTANDARD MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SPECIAL-PURPOSE RECEPTACLE (INDICATE NONSTANDARD MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>CLOCK RECEPTACLE (INDICATE MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>DATA COMMUNICATIONS OUTLET (INDICATE NONSTANDARD MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>TELEPHONE OUTLET (INDICATE NONSTANDARD MOUNTING HEIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>DUPLEX-FLOOR RECEPTACLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>RANGE OUTLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SPLIT-WIRED DUPLEX RECEPTACLE OUTLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SWITCH (D-DOOR; K-KEY OPERATED; L-LOW VOLTAGE; M-MAIN CONTACT; P-PILLOT LIGHT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SINGLE POLE SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>THREE-WAY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>FOUR-WAY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>DIMMER SWITCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTRICAL DEVICES, SWITCHES, AND PANELBOARD SYMBOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>BELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>PHOTOELECTRIC CELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>THERMOSTAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>PANELBOARD AND CABINET (RECESSED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>CEILING-MOUNTED LIGHT FIXTURE (INDICATE TYPE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>WALL WASHER (INDICATE TYPE; SHADING INDICATES LIGHTED FACE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SPOTLIGHT (INDICATE TYPE; ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION OF FOCUS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>FLUORESCENT FIXTURE (INDICATE TYPE; DRAW TO SCALE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>FLUORESCENT STRIP LIGHT (INDICATE TYPE; DRAW TO SCALE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>LIGHT TRACK (INDICATE TYPE; SHOW NUMBER OF FIXTURES REQUIRED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SMOKE DETECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Height" /></td>
<td>SPRINKLER HEAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1-22**

Graphic symbols used for lighting and electrical information. **FIGURES 1-20 THROUGH 1-22 BY SHELLY PECNA**
FIGURE 1-23
A floor plan for a professional restaurant design project. This is part of a set of construction documents.

FIGURE 1-24
A dimensioned floor plan for the project featured in the previous figure.
FIGURE 1-25
A reflected ceiling plan for the project featured in the previous figure.

FIGURE 1-26
An elevation for the project featured in the previous figure. FIGURES 1-23 THROUGH 1-26 BY CUNINGHAM GROUP ARCHITECTURE, P.A.
A dimensioned floor plan for a professional restaurant design project. This is part of a set of construction documents.

Elevations for the project featured in the previous figure. FIGURES 1-27 AND 1-28 BY CUNINGHAM GROUP ARCHITECTURE, P.A.
Although the software and hardware used in design and design presentations continues to evolve, the conceptual basis for orthographic drawings and drafting conventions is the same whether they are created by hand or through the use of digital tools.
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